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Teamwork, innovation fuel COVID-19 response
Keeping employees safe and
healthy during the COVID-19
pandemic is a company-wide effort,
with countless meetings held and
decisions made by the management
team with input from employees at all
levels. Much of the implementation of
policies and procedures is delegated
to our hardworking Human Resources Department - HR Manager Diana
Rhodes and HR Generalist Pedro
Torres.
In addition to their regular duties of
looking after the health, safety and
welfare of JFS employees, they’ve
been extremely busy writing and
translating new policies, monitoring
and enforcing them, implementing
CDC guidelines, State of Oregon
decrees, OSHA rules and more.
It’s their job to keep all employees informed of health and safety protocols,
employee rights and responsibilities,

Innovation was key to creating safe
workspaces for the six crew members
who ride the tractor-drawn High Forest
transplanters. Metal rods were welded to
the existing shade structure, wrapped in
plastic and then secured by zip ties and
duct tape.

and to keep all employees informed
and working together toward a safe
and healthy workplace. Diana shared
a list of some of the modifications
made by JFS in response to the
pandemic:
• Social/safe distancing and
facemask policy
• New touch-free time clocks for
all locations
• Arrows/dots spaced six feet apart to
ensure safe social distancing.
• Staggered times for employee
breaks and lunchtimes to allow for
social distancing.
• Reduced seating capacity on field
transport buses, more trips
• Employees line up for morning
stretches in rows rather than a
large circle
• Increased number of handwashing
stations, plus soap and water on
each bus
• Increased number of toilets and
handwashing stations in fields
• Constant communication
with employees about social
distancing, working safe
• Monitor employee health while
guarding privacy of individuals
• COVID-19 information boards at
each farm, in English and Spanish
Diana and Pedro encourage everyone to contact them if they have any
questions or concerns about our
COVID-19 response. Our goal is to be
safe and to stay healthy while continuing to grow great trees!

Production crews do their morning stretch
exercises in carefully spaced lines rather
than the traditional big circle.

Red lines and arrows help workers
maintain six-foot spacing while waiting to
clock in. From left, Alvaro Medina, Reyes
Escalante, Cirino Benito and Mateo Perez.

A Barlow/Sunset crew practices
social distancing while straightening
newly-planted seedlings.

Milton Farm views challenges as opportunities
We don’t talk about challenges or
difficulties at Milton Farm. We talk
about “opportunities.” This year Milton Farm has been blessed with a lot
of opportunities! They arise regularly,
compliments of the weather, deer,
birds, bugs, weeds, COVID-19, etc.,
etc.
One such opportunity was this
spring’s active thunderstorm season.
When thunderstorms pass close by
Milton Farm or overhead, they bring
a lot of wind, sometimes a lot of rain
and lightning, and sometimes hail.
One particularly strong thunderstorm
that passed over the farm in late May
generated 60 mph winds. Winds like
that cause trees to break loose from
their stakes, causing lots of damage
that requires rework. This storm
broke the leaders out of the tops of
the Skyline Honeylocusts (Gleditsia).
Fortunately, the storm didn’t pound
us with a bunch of hail, but we were
still faced with the loss of 15% of the
‘Skyline’ crop, almost 1500 trees.
The ‘Skyline’ had matured to the
point we couldn’t just tape a new
leader. Their branches were woody
and stiff. Beyond their value as budwood, without leaders, they were garbage trees. Realizing we were faced
with a bunch of garbage, we decided
we had nothing to lose (but maybe
nothing to gain) from taking drastic
measures.
Francisco Hernandez and his crew
were called in to attempt a rescue.
They essentially whipped all the damaged trees by cutting out the broken
leaders and removing all the limbs.

Leader of Skyline® Honeylocust ripped
from socket

Drastic repair made in rescue attempt

From left, Francisco Hernandez shows
Armandina Garcia and Juan Cisneros how
best to thin the repaired trees.

Carmen Rodriguez finishes taping a new
leader on a repaired tree.

We returned them to looking like
the dormant whips they had been in
March. The whips were interspersed
between fully developed trees that
had not been damaged by the storm.
About a week later, another windstorm damaged an additional 500600 trees. Francisco’s crew repeated
their walk through the whole block to
find and repair the newly damaged
trees.
The leaders broke because they had
swollen enough to break the masking
tape used when they were originally
taped. The storm hit at a time when
the leader union was still weak.
Leaders on the downwind side of the
tree were ripped out of their sockets
when they were being bent way over
in the wind. To prevent further loss,
Roberto Robles’ special projects crew
was called in to re-tape the leaders
with extra-large 2” tape. That helped.
Recent winds have broken no more
leaders.
A couple of weeks went by before
we could see buds pushing on the
whipped trees. By late June the buds
were pushing and starting to regrow.
Francisco and his crew were called
on again to cut the tape so the trees

From left, Maria Robles, Mario Rodriguez,
Juan Olmos (on tractor), Guadalupe Gutierrez, and Roberto Robles re-tape leaders
with 2” tape to prevent further leader
breakage.

would be loose from the stake. If left
attached, the stake protector and
stake would interfere with the new
tender branches that were trying to
push out. At every branch that was
cut off, the cluster of three to four
buds that was pushing out had to be
thinned down to one. Because there
was not enough growth to tape a
leader on this pass, the crews returned a week later to make a leader
taping pass.
Will some of the repaired trees
grow out enough to be marketable as
branched? They are growing in the
shade of large trees that we are try
not to overgrow. The outcome at the
time of writing this is unknown. The
crews know that doing nothing wasn’t
an option. This was all extra work for
the Milton Farm crews. Yet, they take
it in stride just as any JFS crew would
do. The Milton Farm crews take pride
in growing quality trees and will
always take the ‘opportunity’ to go
above and beyond to do so.

A dive into SW season at High Forest
Have you ever heard the term Soft
Woods or seen the letters “SW” on
a seedling acquisition and wondered what it means? SW stands for
Soft Wood Cuttings. Propagation
via softwood cuttings is one of the
processes we use at High Forest to
make new plants. We start this process on June 1st and try to meet our
goal of sticking more than 1.5 million
cuttings by August 1st. The first step
is to cut long branches from trees
maintained in our stock blocks, or
collected from field production trees
at all farms, even at Milton Freewater!
Once the cutting wood is collected, it is stored in our cooler until the
crews making the cuttings have time
to process it. Each variety and cultivar
that we grow is genetically different.
That means all of them have different
needs and require different dilution
rates and types of rooting hormones
in order to initiate roots and to grow.
We have developed a recipe book for
all our varieties that we have been
experimenting with during the last
30+ years.
Each branch is cut up to make
several cuttings. Each has buds near
the base of the stem, and a single leaf
at the top, and all of uniform length.
They are then bundled together and
dipped into their specific rooting hormone. The trimmed and dipped cut-

tings are arranged on trays, labeled,
and returned to our cooler to await
the next step, which normally occurs
the following day.
The next and final step of softwood
cutting propagation is the process of
sticking them into the bark beds in
our poly houses. Two teams of two
are currently working. They are able
to stick at a rate of over 2,000 per
hour, per person for up to six hours
per day. Right now, we are planning
on making around 1,600,000 SW
cuttings this year. These should fill
up around 45 poly houses. They will
be harvested this winter and then
transplanted back into the raised
seed beds here for one more year.
Once harvested from the beds, they
will be sent to all our bare root farms
for spring planting.

Xochitl Galindo Rodriguez collects elm
cuttings from the stock blocks.

Crews prepare the cuttings by trimming each branch into multiple cuttings of the correct
size for that variety.

Perla Medina Rodriguez (left) and Betzaida
Mendez Hernandez stick SW cuttings in
the poly houses.

Carlos Chonteco-Cruz wheels a load of
freshly collected cuttings into the cooler.

From left, Celina V-De-Olivares, Maribel
Trigueros-Gonzales and Eva Alvarez check
our “recipe book” to determine which rooting hormones to use.

Hood Acres focused on growing first rate trees

Daniel Robb doing some close in weed
wiping with the offset tractor.

The busiest time of year has come
and gone from Hood Acres; that
hectic time when our crews juggle
the end of harvest, the loading and
shipping of hundreds of trucks, spring
planting and the spring flush of
growth in our fields. Now it’s time to
focus on growing first rate trees.
Although the past few months have
been trying and stressful for many
of us, HA emerged from shipping
ahead of the game and has made
steady progress working on our 2020
tree crop. All of this despite a wetter
than normal spring and worldwide
pandemic! None of this could have
been accomplished without an
early shipping season, two weeks of
beautiful weather in early April, and
the hard work and dedication of all
our employees and contractors. This

Bernabe Tapia max taping Carpinus trees
at the Nelson farm.

Santiago Merino cleaning up the tall grass
in the ditches. Summer is maintenance
season!

Aftermath of the explosive lightning strike
that hit the Douglas Fir tree and Cravo in
HA65.

summer HA is looking forward to
another successful budding season
starting in mid-July, and being able
to relax just a little bit more during
the late summer and early fall. Come
October, because we have no hemp
crop this year, we should be able to
get an early start on oak harvest.
In other farm news; HA welcomes
management trainee Brett
Macy-Steines to JFS, and wishes
him success in quickly finding his
niche here. He and his wife, Allison,
recently relocated from northern
Illinois, where he studied horticulture
and worked for several years in
retail sales for one of our longtime
customers, Ack Ack Nursery.
Hood Acres also mourns the loss of
the grand old Douglas Fir that stood
at the corner of HA65, near the Cravo
greenhouses. For many years, the
towering 80-year-old tree provided
a shady spot for lunch breaks and a
welcome getaway from the hot sun
during afternoon breaks. Sadly, it fell
victim to an early-morning lightning
storm on May 30. Fortunately, we may
have some trees around to replace it
with…

Slow but Steady gets the job done in Dept. 63
This year has been an odd one for
the B&B department. The department continues to plod along without
a manager in the grower position and
has had fewer workers than needed
to get the work done, a labor shortage situation that reaches all the way
back to September. Despite these
challenges, B&B trees have never
looked better!
Expert pruners like Jose Martinez
(Vaquero) and Erasmo Mejia go to
work shaping trees before the next
flush of growth. The crew led by
Santiago Rosas follows behind
correcting staking and taping leaders.
Rusbel Lopez and Luis Rodriquez
lead the way bending trees to JFS
standards.

Years of hard work and experimentation have culminated in some
fantastic looking dogwood and Japanese maple crops. Nowadays, Dept.
63 is working to prune and stake the
oncoming crops and get them ready
for next year. Because B&B trees are
usually grown to larger sizes over longer time periods of time, they require
lots of time-consuming bamboo and
extension work. Much of this work is
performed at treetop level from the
tractor-drawn pruning platform. With
all the additional rain this spring, the
B&B department can look forward to
a lot of hoeing in the beds this summer!

Santiago Rosas showing off a newly
pruned Cornus kousa.

(L-R) Cristobal Hernandez, Rusbel Lopez,
Rolondo Perez tape tops in Venus® Dogwood.

(L-R) Juan Carlos, Celestino Angeles, Erasmo Mejia tape new leaders into Northern
Herald® Redbud, a new cultivar of Cercis canadensis.

Arcadio Velasco tapes tops in Cornus
kousa.

Barlow/Sunset Farm tackles never-ending work
Spring roared in early and sunny this
year, allowing us for the first time in
many years to complete the spring
planting before the buds of one-year
trees emerged from winter dormancy.
Finishing planting before bud break
gave us a head start on the intensive,
summer-long task of caring for the
one-year trees. Now that summer is
here, all of our attention and efforts
are focused on the many tasks of
growing our trees.
Chasing the work from one field
to the next seems like a never-ending job, but in looking back over the
fields, we take pride in the knowledge that we are growing some of
the best trees in the Industry. Organizational structures built around
individual units such as our Plant
Health Department are critical to
our success. Each has its own set of
responsibilities that contribute to our
common goal of producing the finest
trees possible. Growing the best
trees takes committed and skilled
employees. Our company is blessed
with some of the most experienced,
knowledgeable employees in the
tree business. They collectively share
many years of service with our company, with some having served more
than 30 years.
One of these is Angela Gardenas,
who came to us in 1987 in search of
work to support her family. During her
33 years with JFS, she has mastered
and continues to enjoy each of the
detailed, precise, seasonal tasks that

it takes to grow world class trees.
Angela appreciates how JFS has
treated her more like family than an
employee. When asked how working
here compares to other places, she
could not answer because she has
never worked elsewhere, nor does
she want to - she likes it here. Favorite aspects of working at JFS include
helping out with and participating in
group meals for birthdays and special events. Away from work, Angela
enjoys time with her husband, her
children (ages 36 and 40), several
grandchildren and her parents who
live nearby.
It takes a coordinated team effort to
grow trees that meet our customers’
expectations, and employees like Angela to mentor newer employees and
share their skills. Every person from
the entry level nursery workers in the
field to the supervisors and managers
are essential to reaching that goal.
Featured employees are among the
many wonderful people working at
our Canby farm.
We are thankful to be working while
staying safe and healthy. We accomplish this by following COVID-19
safety procedures provided by CDC
and implemented by JFS, which
has provided protective equipment
including face masks with the
company logo. Sam Barkley, High
Forest Farm Manager, coordinated
their design and purchase by JFS for
all employees. Until next time, be safe
and prosper.

BSF Grower Vicente Arreguin, who joined the JFS team in 1984, shows us a company-provided protective mask that guards against spread of virus in our workplace.

Backpack spray crew Leopoldo Penå,
Hugo Esquivel and Cirino Benito are
important members of our Plant Health
department. Their primary responsibility
is the control of weeds on our 1,200-plus
acre farm.

Newly promoted employees who began
their JFS careers as general laborers are
Claudia Gomez, Inventory Supervisor, and
Neida Canchola, Administrative/Inventory
Clerk.

Newly hired to work in our Sunset Farm is
Frank Spagnola. He joins us from California, where he gained much of his mechanical experience working for 15 years in and
around the state as an amusement ride
mechanic. Frank and Cindy, his wife of 27
years, share their home with Stanley, the
family dog. A motorcycle enthusiast, he
enjoys exploring the Oregon countryside
via motorcycle and hiking.

Promotions, changes bode well for Cottrell future
Several changes in management
took place at Cottrell Farm in June,
with Andy McReynolds stepping into
the Farm Manager role after training
for five months with departing Farm
Manager Gordy Webster. Kris Wright
moved from the position of Cottrell
Farm Grower to that of Cottrell
Greenhouse Manager. There he will
oversee the work of Department 62,
the Cottrell Farm greenhouse division
where grafting and VigorLiner® propagation take place.
With the departure of Kris, Pancho
Galindo and Martin Nuñez have taken on new roles as Growers. These
veteran nurserymen have a combined
60 years of experience working at

Cottrell. Each has played an important role in shaping the way the
farm works today. They earned their
positions through many years of hard
work and dedication and will do a
great job with their expanded responsibilities. While congratulating Pancho and Martin, we also have to say
goodbye to Kris, who’s leaving after
21 years at Cottrell. He’ll be missed
here, but luckily the greenhouses are
right next door.
The summer is off to a great start,
with the last trucks of the year being sent down the road. Despite the
challenges of adapting to the chaos
of the pandemic at the height of
shipping season, Shipping Foreman

Vicente Lopez and the loading crews
pulled, staged, tagged, loaded and
sent almost 190,000 trees to customers. This winter, Crew Leaders
José Luis Perez and Carlos Sanchez
were especially busy on the loading
dock, spending the majority of their
time loading trucks. The quality and
consistency of the trucks shows the
skill and care they and all of the other
crews have for the job.
Our customers’ first impression of
JFS is made as their trees are unloaded from the truck, and it’s thanks to
the skill and care taken by our loading
crews to do it right, that our trees
are so highly regarded. The J. Frank
Schmidt loading crews are known
throughout the industry for doing an
exceptional job.

Left - Crew Leaders José Luis Perez and
Carlos Sanchez pause while loading a
customer’s trailer.
Lower Left - Severo Zurita, Alejandro Villa
and Luis Salazar find a shady spot for their
lunch break.
Below -Martin Nuñez and Pancho Galindo
take on new roles as Growers.

New ideas grow at Cottrell Greenhouses
As we begin growing a new crop at
Cottrell Greenhouses, we have many
new faces on the team. Some changes over the past couple of years have
opened up leadership opportunities
for several employees. With new
people come new sets of eyes, fresh
ideas, unique history and skill sets
which will be good for the department down the road.
Kris Wright has been promoted to
Cottrell Greenhouses farm manager
from his former position as Cottrell
farm grower and farm manager. Kris
brings many years of tree growing
and propagation experience to the
team. Kayleigh Moon, hired as a JFS
Management Trainee in June of 2019,
was promoted last winter to Greenhouse Supervisor. Kayleigh brings a
unique set of skills and a history of
greenhouse growing and management to the team.
Rodrigo Gonzales Velasco, who had
previously worked at Hood Acres,
was hired on as crew leader for the
VigorLiner® crew last season. Rodrigo is doing a great job and learning
this new skill. This time of the year,
the big focus is on the VigorLiner®
trees. These are the 3-gallon tree
liners produced in plastic air pruning
pots or fabric Root Pouch® containers. Each container has unique
characteristics that makes it a perfect
fit for the young trees. Air pruning
containers are used for trees that
prefer to be on the dry side and Root
Pouch® for all others.
After potting, the growing of the VigorLiner® trees is similar to the growing techniques used on the bareroot
farms. A bamboo stake is placed
next to the tree and the trees are max
taped as they grow up the stake, in
this first step to developing straight
trunks. We’re currently busy staking
and taping, with over 60,000 bamboo
stakes to place on the trees!
At precisely 6:18 a.m. on Saturday,
May 30th, the large fir tree near the
northwest corner of the Cravo greenhouses was struck by lightning. The
strike was captured on the security

cameras. This lightning strike destroyed the fir tree, broke the mainline
irrigation pipe below the tree, destroyed the automated Cravo control
system and caused tremendous damage to the electrical irrigation control
system for CF and CG. Repairs were
quickly done to restore the watering
system, and measures are now in
place that will protect the farms from
future lightning strikes.

Kris Wright and Kayleigh Moon lead the
Cottrell Greenhouses team as Manager
and Supervisor.

Rodrigo González Velasco sets one of
60,000+ bamboo stakes into a VigorLiner®
container.

Maurilio Lopez tapes tender young stems
of weeping redbud to a stake.

Staking and taping crew: Gerardo Amezcua , Adolfo Pérez, Maurilio Lopez, Crew Leader
Rodrigo González Velasco and Salomón Cruz.

